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Every exhibition of work by Ryan Gander is based on juxtapositions, relationships, and connections which aren’t

always immediately evident. The artist makes much of the distance that separates things - his works - since accor-

ding to him that distance produces certain dynamics and precludes any didacticism. The setup of an exhibition

creates a situation in which the spectator has already been integrated and whose questions are solicited. Each

exhibition portrays multiple angles of a complex idea hatched from the mises en abyme of a (post) conceptual spi-

rit. The process is marked by autobiography, pop anecdotes, and references to the history of the modern, and

always against a background of questions about the role of the artist. With Gander, the process of producing the

forms and the narrative about the art takes on its own half-real half-fictional scenario: each piece triggers a story,

one whose form is undefined and ever changing, whose signature is missing. By way of an exhibition and its inter-

pretation, Gander brings back the magic of art as an illusion of reality. Such potential enables him to create a

parallel world, using the artifice of his works as so  many plotlines in a story, whose end he leaves to the viewer to

complete or not. 

Retinal Accounts, his new show, suggests different perspectives, frameworks and points of view through fictional

devices and prescriptions:

The installation Your cognitive dissonance, 2014, is a reproduction to scale of the lower left corner of Rembrandt’s

1632 painting The Anatomy Lesson of Dr. Nicolaes Tulp. Gander’s painting is hung on the wall with the same posi-

tioning as the original. Dark and abstract, the work was done in the ultra-realist style of a forger. The work’s title

refers to the cognitive dissonance that comes from the discord between attitude and behavior. Gander creates a

setup in which he presents the incidents leading to the production of the work; with that we rediscover recurring

elements including temporal echoes between the 17th century and today, focus on a detail or the obliteration eve-

rything else, an apparent simplicity which masks the interconnected themes of vaster systems, and finally the role

of the artist vs. the work of a forger (keeping in mind the importance of the signature on a Rembrandt).

Series initiated in 2012, The way things collide, with three new sculptures extend the idea to bring face to face two

elements which logically are difficult to combine. The artist urges the viewer to make and create his own original

narrative combinations. The sculptures in wood and on white pedestal appear incomplete, with parts of the mate-

rial yet untouched. The objects portrayed are part of our daily lives and their collision, their forced combination,

create a different reality. With our perceptions alerted, The way things collide becomes the receptacle for stories

yet to be invented.  

With Viewing with culturally preoccupied eyes (17:31), 2014 Ryan Gander proposes yet another way of seeing and

storytelling. A panoramic photograph in black and white, the piece is fragmented into four parts, each framed, with

the whole representing a still life of the artist’s research into the creation of a brick mold as multifunctional unit. As

a kind of repeated freeze frame recording an obscure project imagined by Gander, the repetition of the ensemble is



revealed and offers a meta exploration of the subject itself. Every piece is a work in production that has already

been produced. Viewing with culturally preoccupied eyes is the vehicle for a vast collection of references and inves-

tigations which the artist weaves throughout a system of connections and relationships. 

Please be eager - It’s a picture of us all in bed in a house called Saxmundham. We’ve got a purple door. It’s a sign

that says Saxmundham, 2013 tells a personal story, transcribing an intimate moment shared by the artist with his

family. Once again, Gander invents a different form for communication : the visual transcription is indirect since the

only remains are the color palette used to immortalize the moment. The viewer won’t see the image, but will share

with the artist the process of producing the work. Based on the abstract painting, the viewer can imagine his own 

story, perhaps reminding himself of his own memories.  

Your Romanticism, 2014, also plays with the ideas of presence and absence. Ryan Gander’s own sports shoes have

been cast and a bronze sculpture reproducing them has been created. Presented on the floor, the piece is part of a

narrative, this one more autobiographical. The artist uses the architecture of the exhibition space itself, like missing

parts of a story that he then fills with works resembling fictional characters.  

Another spatial arrangement and story trigger, Two hundred and sixty nine degrees below every kind of zero,

2014, and Two hundred and sixty eight degrees below every kind of zero, 2014 consists of two black fiberglass bal-

loons floating at the ceiling. While the title refers to the boiling point of helium, the lowest of the elements, the

piece nonetheless refers to a collection of earlier works entitled in an invented word “Culturefield”. The balloons

look like they’re floating away, perhaps escaping to that imaginary place. The installation evokes childhood,

although Ryan Gander likes the idea that the viewer imagines this parallel universe without seeing it. Culturefield is

an invented place, perfect for research, discussion and creation.  

In other ways existential, the installation On display (Alchemy Box # 28), 2011 is a fabricated Burglar alarm box atta-

ched to the ceiling of the gallery unobtrusively in a corner nearest to the entrance to the space containing objects and

articles from the artist’s collection on the theme of ‘‘protecting ones perimeters’’. A rubdown transfer text disclosing a

description of the objects within the bag is positioned on the wall at some distance from the object.

Little by little, from exhibition to exhibition, the vocabulary of the artist grows richer, and the viewer, if he trusts,

can browse in more and more vast, rigorous and articulated territories. The viewer would be wrong not to believe,

since the first to doubt his power is Ryan Gander himself. It is with a certain view of art and in regard to the fai-

lures of modernity or contemporary cynicism that he challenges the honesty and the code of the artist. 

The poetics of Gig, 2012, is a small photograph of Pierre Huyghe from the back, looking at his work during the ins-

tallation of his exhibition at the Tamayo Museum in 2012 in Mexico. With respect, Ryan Gander captures an intros-

pective moment of an artist of great integrity, both public and private. 

Via various forms, city plans, architecture, children’s fairytales, language, performance or spatial sensorial installa-

tion, Ryan Gander seriously considers the world around him, with humor and poetry all at the same time. From

utopian collectivist dreams to anecdotes from our daily life, he forces us to “see” better, ultimately creating new

patterns. The last work in the exhibition, And what if no one believes this truth, 2014, is a calendar produced with

the drawings, photographs and notes from the notebooks of the artist, and is a witness to the interaction between

a work and its viewer, who interiorizes it every day. 



List of works

On Display (Alchemy Box #28), 2011
Installation 
18 x 32 x 7.5 cm
Unique piece 
A fabricated Burglar alarm box attached to the ceiling of the gallery unobtrusively in a corner nearest to the entrance to the
space containing objects and articles from the artist’s collection on the theme of  ‘protecting ones perimeters’. A rubdown
transfer text disclosing a description of the objects within the bag is positioned on the wall at some distance from the object.

And what if no one believes this truth?, 2014
Calendar
Edition 4 of 366
This home-made page-per-day calendar displays images and notes taken from the artist’s notebooks. It includes list of
ideas related to Gander’s research, as well as more general ‘to do’ lists. The calendar displays only today’s date. The
previous day’s page has been thrown away.

Your romanticism, 2014
Bronze sculpture
Unique piece
The artist's trainers cast and invested in bronze, displayed on the floor.

View with culturally preoccupied eyes (17:31), 2014
Panoramic black and white photograph, 4 elements framed
Edition 1 of 1 (+ 1 A.P.)
A panoramic black and white photograph is framed in a number of frames all the same height, but with different widths, dis-
played leaning against the gallery wall. The image displays a constructed still life made up of home spun, half finished attempts
in relation to the development of a lateral thinking problem of creating a mould for a multi functional brick, in the midst of
being conceived by the artist.

Pushed into a corner by the logic of own making - Obscene Stereo, 2011
Frame with two photos within two sheets of perspex, paint in wall
105,7 x 85,7 x 3,5 cm
Edition 1 of 1 (+ 1 A. P.)
Two sheets of perspex framed in a white, wooden frame. Mounted on the back panel of perspex are two photos - one an
image of a JVC HX-D77 stereo, the other an essay by the artist related to the stereo. Mount board is placed over the back
piece of perspex with two window mounts cut in that act as apertures to view and crop the photos. The area behind the fra-
med work is painted a spot colour chosen from the image. The wall is visible behind the work through the window mounts and
the perspex.

The Poetics of Gig, 2012
Colour photograph
Edition 2 of 3 (+ 1 A.P.)
An A3 colour photograph taken by the artist during the installation of Pierre Huyghe's work in the adjoining gallery
space at Museo Tamayo, Mexico City, August 2012.

Please be eager - it’s a picture of us all in a bed in a house called Saxmundham. We’ve got a purple door. It’s a sign that
says Saxmundham, 2013 
Acrylic on glass

40 x 40 x 2.5 cm

Unique piece 

A portrait including the artist made by his daughter Olive. The artwork in its finality is presented as a circular toughened glass
disk 40 cm in diameter displayed on a wall. The disk has been used in the process of the portrait as a palette to mix paint. The

actual painting is kept within the artist's archive.



Carreer seeking missile, 2011
Crumpled up diagram showing a dinner seating plan
Edition 1 of 1 ( + 1 A.P.)
On the floor, as if discarded, is a crumpled up diagram, apparently hand written, showing a dinner seating plan available for
the spectator to pick up, ponder over and take away with them. The paper is printed in coloured ink so that it appears to be a
unique set of notes, however it is easily reproduced. Each time the diagram is taken a replacement crumpled up sheet is put in
its place. The sheet gives clues to the hierarchy of artists and invited guests to an opening dinner, as well as notes explaining
the relationships, dangers and collisions of persona.

The way things collide (Acoustic blanket, meet drone shell and after dinner speech), 2014
Pear wood sculpture
61 x 38 x 42 cm
Unique piece
A partially exposed removals sound blanket wrapped around a partially visible drone shell on top of which has been left
a three sheets of A4 paper folded into quarters, protruding from a block of carved laminated pear wood. The object
appears as if an unfinished carving. The sculpture is placed on a white wooden plinth.

The way things collide (Draughtsman’s paper weight, meet ice cream tub), 2014
Lime wood sculpture
31 x 22 x 32 cm
Unique piece
A partially exposed ice cream tub, on which is placed a draughtsman’s paperweight, protruding from a block of carved
laminated lime wood. The object appears as if an unfinished carving. The sculpture is placed on a white wooden plinth.

The way things collide (Toyota Prius driver's seat, meet used tampon), 2014
Cherry wood sculpture
71 x 37 x 66,5 cm
Unique piece
A partially exposed Toyota Prius driver's seat, on which is placed a tampon, protruding from a single block of carved
cherry. The object appears as if an unfinished carving. The sculpture is placed on a white wooden plinth.

Two hundred and sixty-nine degrees below zero, 2014
Balloon of painted fibreglass
22 x 34 x 22 cm
Unique piece
A life-size replica of a helium filled balloon that appears to be floating against the ceiling of the
gallery. The balloon is in fact made from fibreglass and finished in a high gloss black colour.

Two hundred and sixty eight degrees below every kind of zero, 2014
Balloon of painted fibreglass
22 x 34 x 22 cm
Unique piece
A life-size replica of a helium filled balloon that appears to be floating against the ceiling of the
gallery. The balloon is in fact made from fibreglass and finished in a high gloss black colour.

Your cognitive dissonance, 2014
Installation
Oil on Canvas : 55 x 43 x cm
Unique piece
A life sized reproduction of the bottom left hand corner of Rembrandt's 'The Anatomy Lesson of Dr. Nicolaes Tulp',
1632, showing only a blackened darkness. The reproduction is an ultra realistic rendering of the original painting created
by an art forger.


